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Abstract

This study aims to create observation-based cloud radiative kernel (CRK) datasets and evaluate them by direct comparison of

CRK and the CRK-derived cloud feedback datasets. Based on the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)

H datasets, we calculate CRKs (called ISCCP-FH or FH CRKs) as 2D joint function/histogram of cloud optical depth and

cloud top pressure for shortwave, longwave, and their sum, Net, at the top of atmosphere (TOA), as well as, for the first time,

at the surface (SFC) and in the atmosphere (ATM). All the FH CRKs are physically plausible. The direct comparison shows

that FH agrees reasonably well with three other TOA CRK datasets. With cloud fraction change (CFC) datasets of the same

histogram for doubled-CO2 simulation from 10 CFMIP1 models, we derive all the TOA, SFC and ATM cloud feedback using

the FH CRKs. Our TOA cloud feedback is highly similar to the previous counterparts. Based on the comparison for the 4

CRK datasets and the 10 CFC datasets, we estimate the uncertainty budget for the CRK-derived cloud feedback, which shows

that the CFC-associated uncertainty contributes > 98.5% of the total cloud feedback uncertainty while CRK’s is very small.

Our preliminary evaluation also shows that some near-zero/small cloud feedback in the TOA-alone feedback indeed results

from the compensation of sizable cloud feedback of the SFC and ATM feedback, demonstrating how the SFC- and ATM-CRK

derived cloud feedback can be valuable in revealing some significant surface and atmospheric cloud feedback whose sum appears

insignificant in TOA-alone feedback.
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Key Points:

 The cloud radiative kernel datasets are created for longwave, shortwave and their sum, 
net, respectively, at the top of atmosphere, the surface and in the atmosphere, of which 
the top-of-atmosphere cloud kernels are evaluated by direct comparison with the 
counterparts of other three datasets. In addition, our top-of-atmosphere cloud kernel 
derived cloud feedback is compared with the previous ensemble results from 10 climate 
models. Both comparisons show reasonably good agreement with the other counterparts.

 Uncertainty budget for cloud kernel derived cloud feedback at the top of atmosphere is 
estimated based on uncertainties of cloud kernels and cloud fraction change from the said
comparisons. It shows that the cloud fraction change associated uncertainty contributes > 
98.5% of the total cloud feedback uncertainty while cloud kernels’ is very small. 

 Our preliminary evaluation also shows that some near-zero or small cloud feedback in the
top-of-atmosphere-alone feedback indeed results from the compensation of sizable cloud 
feedback of the surface and atmospheric feedback, demonstrating how the surface and 
atmospheric cloud kernel derived cloud feedback can be valuable in revealing some 
significant surface and atmospheric cloud feedback whose sum appears insignificant in 
the top-of-atmosphere-alone feedback. 
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Abstract

This study mainly aims to create observation-based cloud radiative kernel (CRK) datasets and 
evaluate them by direct comparison of CRK and the CRK-derived cloud feedback datasets. 
Based on the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) H datasets, we use the 
ISCCP flux production code to calculate CRKs (called ISCCP-FH or FH CRKs) as 2D joint 
function/histogram of cloud optical depth and cloud top pressure for shortwave, longwave, and 
their sum, Net, at the top of atmosphere (TOA), as well as, for the first time, at the surface (SFC)
and in the atmosphere (ATM). All the FH CRKs are physically plausible. The direct comparison 
shows that FH agrees reasonably well with three other TOA CRK datasets. With cloud fraction 
change (CFC) datasets of the same histogram for doubled-CO2 simulation from 10 CFMIP1 
models, we derive all the TOA, SFC and ATM cloud feedback using the FH CRKs. Our TOA 
cloud feedback is highly similar to the previous counterparts. Based on the comparison for the 4 
CRK datasets and the 10 CFC datasets, we estimate the uncertainty budget for the CRK-derived 
cloud feedback, which shows that the CFC-associated uncertainty contributes > 98.5% of the 
total cloud feedback uncertainty while CRK’s is very small. Our preliminary evaluation also 
shows that some near-zero/small cloud feedback in the TOA-alone feedback indeed results from 
the compensation of sizable cloud feedback of the SFC and ATM feedback, demonstrating how 
the SFC- and ATM-CRK derived cloud feedback can be valuable in revealing some significant 
surface and atmospheric cloud feedback whose sum appears insignificant in TOA-alone 
feedback.

Plain Language Summary

(optional) 

1 Introduction

The notion of feedback is referred to internal, mutually interacting processes in nature 

and was introduced to climate literature in 1960s (Manabe, 1969). In the past two decades, the 

radiative kernel technique has become a useful tool in studying climate feedback (Shell et al., 

2008). A climate radiative kernel represents a differential radiative response to a climate 

variable’s change from a reference (control) state. For climate feedback, usually the change of 

the net radiative flux effect (or forcing) at the top of atmosphere (TOA), ∆(Q – F), is concerned, 

where Q is the absorbed shortwave (SW) radiation by the atmosphere-earth system and F is 

outgoing longwave (LW) radiation (OLR) (Soden et al., 2008). With assumption that no 

interactions or nonlinear responses among the various climate processes are permitted, we may 

describe the radiative kernel approach for climate feedback using,
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     (1)

where,  γ is the total climate feedback, the sum of individual feedback terms, , which may be 

decomposed into two parts, the  radiative kernel, , the rate change of the TOA net

flux with respect to climate variable, Xi, and, , the rate of change of the climate variable, Xi, 

with respective to Ts, the surface air temperature. This separation facilitates climate feedback 

estimate because radiative kernels are usually calculated offline based on mean climate state and 

relatively insensitive to a particular mean climate state, compared to the intermodal differences 

in climate response (Soden et al., 2008). When a non-cloud climate variable’s rate of change,

, is available, its feedback can readily be obtained from the product of .  

However, the above kernel approach cannot simply be applied to cloud radiative kernel 

(CRK) and cloud feedback because of their high nonlinearity with respect to cloud properties. 

Cloud feedback has traditionally been estimated through the partial radiative perturbation (PRP) 

method, “cloud forcing” analysis approach and the online feedback suppression approach (Bony 

et al., 2006). Soden and Held (2006) used the “residual” method and later Soden et al. (2008) 

used the “adjusting” method to indirectly estimate cloud feedback using non-cloud radiative 

kernels (for atmospheric temperature and humidity, water vapor, surface albedo, etc.). The cloud 

radiative kernel was not explicitly created and directly used in estimating cloud feedback until 
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Zelinka et al. (2012, thereafter Z2012) introduced 49 cloud types (bins) in defining and 

calculating CRK and cloud feedback based on 7 x 7 2D joint function/histogram of cloud optical 

depth (τ, as X) and cloud top pressure (CTP, as Y, see Fig. 1). The histogram is modified from 

the original 6 x 7 τ-CTP histogram, used in the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project 

(ISCCP) (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). The Z2012’s method may be taken as a kind of 

linearization on τ and CTP for the CRK approach in estimating cloud feedback using , 

where X i is cloud change of each of all the 49 cloud types (bins). Note that Chen et al. (2000) 

introduced and calculated “overcast cloud change flux” that has the same physical definition as 

the CRK but for a coarser (3 X 3) τ-CTP histogram and without introducing the notion of ‘cloud 

radiative kernel’.

Since then, there have appeared a number of literatures (Yue et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 

2013 and Berry et al., 2019) using Z2012’s method to produce CRKs, with which to estimate 

cloud feedback. The CRKs may be GCM based, observation based or their combination. As the 

Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package 

(COSP) software (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2011) is implemented in GCMs, using COSP-ISCCP 

simulated cloud changes on CTP-τ histogram with CRKs has become a feasible tool for 

(directly) estimating GCMs’ cloud feedback.

In this study, we focus on the calculation and evaluation of our cloud radiative kernels 

with their derived cloud feedback. Section 2 describes the method for calculating the CRKs 

based on the ISCCP H-series (ISCCP-H) products (Young et al. 2018) for both TOA and surface 

(SFC), and their differences, atmosphere (ATM). Section 3 describes features of the TOA, SFC 

and ATM CRKs. Section 4 compares the ISCCP-H based TOA CRKs and three other TOA CRK
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sets for evaluating our TOA CRKs as well as estimating uncertainties of TOA CRKs. Section 5 

estimates the TOA cloud feedback uncertainty budget based on the uncertainties of CRKs and 

cloud fraction change (CFC) from GCMs. Section 6 describes and evaluates the TOA, SFC and 

ATM cloud feedback results derived using our CRKs and reports the preliminary findings from 

this study. Section 7 summarizes this study and draws conclusions.

Figure 1
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Fig. 1. Global, annual mean cloud radiative kernels, calculated using the ISCCP-FH code, for 49-

bin histogram: the three (left to right) columns are for TOA, surface (SFC), and in atmosphere 

(ATM), respectively, and three (top to bottom) rows are for LW, SW and Net, respectively, in 

Wm-2 %-1.

2 Method to calculate cloud radiative kernels.

We use the ISCCP-FH flux production code to calculate our cloud radiative kernels 

(called ISCCP-FH or FH  CRKs). The code has been used to produce radiative profile fluxes in 

3-hourly on 110-km equal-area map for 1983 to 2017 (Zhang et al., 2021). It is modified from 

the radiation code of the GCM of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), 

ModelE2 (Schmidt et al., 2006), and it is equivalent to the radiation code of ModelE2.1 (Kelley 

et al., 2020). The ISCCP-FH radiation code is designed to be detailed, self-consistent and as 

realistic as possible, in which, SW and LW are all treated using the correlated k-distribution 

method and the atmospheric and surface properties are from consistent data sources. It has an 

accuracy of 1 Wm-2 for cooling rates (in degree/day) throughout the troposphere and most of the 

stratosphere (Lacis and Oinas, 1991) for LW and close to 1% for SW. The main input datasets 

for the ISCCP-FH code are from ISCCP-H products (Young et al. 2018).  Through 1-yr, monthly

and (110 km) regional comparison with the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System 

(CERES, Wielicki et al., 1996) and the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN, Ohmura, 

2014) observations for TOA and surface, respectively (Zhang et al., 2021), it shows that the 

uncertainties are ≤ 10 Wm-2 at TOA and ≤ 20 Wm-2 at surface for the monthly, regional mean 

ISCCP-FH fluxes, which is slightly better than its precursor, the ISCCP-FD products (Zhang et 

al., 2004), but the former has higher spatial resolution of 110 km than the latter’s 280 km. 

For CRK calculation, the only major change of the code is that the ISCCP-H’s (up to) 18 

types of clouds are now replaced by 49 individual types of clouds as appearing in the 49-bin 
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histogram (Fig. 1) with the specified CTP, τ and cloud amount (as defined in Z2012). All the 

other input parameters remain the same as those used in the ISCCP-FH flux production. 

Specifically, temperature/humidity profiles, surface properties (visible albedo, skin temperature) 

and snow/ice data are from the ISCCP-H datasets. The daily total solar irradiance (TSI) is based 

on the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE, V-15) datasets, equivalent to that used 

in CERES. Aerosol data is from Max Planck Institute Aerosol Climatology, version 2 (MAC-v2, 

Kinne et al., 2019). All the gases are the same as ModelE2’s except ozone that is also from 

ISCCP-H. Clouds are specified as overcast (100% cover) in order to produce overcast cloud 

radiative effects (OCRE), for which the overcast-sky net flux replaces the original, all-sky net 

flux in conventional CRE (defined as the net flux difference between all sky and clear sky). The 

OCRE is calculated for SW, LW and their sum, Net (total), respectively, at TOA and surface for 

TOA and SFC CRK, respectively. For each of the 49 bins, the radiatively linearly, mid-values of 

CTP- and τ-bin ranges are used, which can be obtained by using ISCCP’s counts-physical 

conversion table for pressure (CTP) and τ (Young et al, 2018; Rossow et al, 1996), so it is 

equivalent to Z2012’s each bin’s 4-corner flux average (but we only need to calculate once for a 

bin). The model sets the ISCCP-H’s original relative humidity to 100% for cloud layers for 

(overcast) cloudy scene. Cloud particle sizes for liquid and ice are based on climatology from 

Han et al. (1994 and 1999). The ice phase in a cloud layer is defined when the temperature at 

CTP and cloud base are < 260 K and < 273.15 K, respectively; otherwise, the model sets to the 

liquid clouds.  The cloud vertical structure used in the ISCCP-FH production is turned off as 

single-layer clouds are now used in consistency with the usage of the COSP-ISCCP simulation. 

The cloud thickness (therefore cloud base) is a function of cloud optical thickness τ, longitude, 

latitude, ocean/land, and month, based on a combination of the 20-year rawinsonde climatology 
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(Wang et al., 2000) and 5-year climatology from the CloudSat and CALIPSO data products 

(Stephens, et al., 2002; Winker et al., 2003). Clear-sky fluxes are calculated by setting cloud 

fraction = 0 and τ = 0, which only needs to be calculated once for each grid cell. In the 

calculation, the TOA CRK, , is separated into two terms, for LW, and

for SW, respectively, and their sum is the Net CRK. The here is the cloud amount 

change. All the CRKs are divided by 100 so they become a differential change of OCRE with 

respect to 1% CFC, expressed in Wm-2 %-1. The TOA formula can be extended to the surface and

atmosphere with the OCRE definition in a consistent way.

Both the TOA and SFC CRKs are directly calculated in 3-hourly on 110-km equal-area 

map for year 2007. We have also produced the ATM CRKs by differencing the TOA and SFC 

CRKs. To our knowledge, SFC and ATM CRKs have not been published at the time of writing 

(though non-cloud SFC and ATM radiative kernels have been produced in the past few years, 

e.g., Kramer et al., 2019). Note that the SFC and ATM CRKs are just the two components, 

decomposed from the TOA CRKs. The original 3-hourly and 110-km kernel data is averaged to 

monthly (and annual) means and regridded to 250-km equal-area map which is also replicated to 

2.5° longitude x 2.0° latitude equal-angle map for the majority of GCM-related uses. This 

coarser version of the ISCCP-FH cloud radiative kernel datasets (DOI: 

10.5281/zenodo.4677580) can be downloaded from 

https://zenodo.org/record/4677580#.YHDsaDwpCUk.
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3 ISCCP-H based TOA, surface and atmospheric cloud radiative kernels.

Fig. 1 shows the global, annual mean FH CRKs for 49-type clouds (bins) on the 7 x 7 

histogram (X = τ and Y = CTP) for (Left to Right) TOA, SFC, and ATM in 3 columns, 

respectively; each column is for (top to bottom) LW, SW and Net, respectively. Note that each 

bin’s CRK value is calculated for that type of clouds alone as if the rest types of clouds are not 

present in a grid cell. For a better illustration, we plot Fig. 2a (2b) for the 7 rows (columns) of the

Fig. 1’s CRKs as 7 individual functions of τ (CTP) to represent Fig. 1’s each panel’s 2D 

function, CRK(τ,CTP), in the same matrix order, so we will not specify which panel of Fig. 2a or

2b is compared with the panel of Fig. 1 unless the two panels in comparison are not for the same 

panels in their own matrices.
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Figure 2a.

Fig. 2a. Seven rows of CRK (‘row_kernel’) of each panel of Fig. 1, as function of τ. The legend 

(central panel) shows radiatively linearly mid-level pressure of CTP layers for each row_kernel. 

The arrow indicates the vertical line of τ = 3.6.
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Figure 2b.

Fig. 2b. Seven columns of CRK (‘col_kernel’) of each panel of Fig. 1, shown as function of 

pressure. The legend (in top left panel) shows radiatively linearly mid-value of each column τ. 

 

In Fig. 1, the 3 (left) TOA panels for LW, SW and Net CRKs are highly similar to the 

ensemble counterparts of (Fig. 1 of) Z2012, and the features described there have reappeared 

here, such as the LW CRK bins are all positive while all the SW CRK bins negative and LW 

CRK is sensitive to both τ and CTP for thin clouds (τ < 3.6) but when τ 1≳ 3.6, LW CRK 

becomes insensitive to τ because of saturation (cf. Fig. 2a). We do not repeat what has been 

described in Z2012 but emphasize the following. 1The TOA LW CRK essentially depends on 
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how much the surface emission (to TOA) is blocked by clouds, in which CTP has a dominant 

role while τ has a secondary role (especially when τ 1≳ 3.6), showing a generally horizontal 

layered structure (cf. Fig. 2a). In contrast to LW, the SW CRK’s magnitude (in negative) 

essentially depends on how much TOA-incoming SW radiation is reflected by clouds, in which 

column τ has a dominant role while CTP plays a secondary role, showing a generally vertically 

layered structure (cf. Fig. 2b). As a result, the TOA Net panel shows their combined structure: 

roughly antisymmetric with respect to the diagonal line from the low left corner to the upper 

right corner; most of bins above (below) the line are positive (negative). 

Fig. 1’s middle column shows the SFC CRKs for (top to bottom) LW, SW and Net, 

respectively. The LW CRK panel shows that all the bins are also positive. The near-surface 

clouds most effectively block surface thermal emission (to the sky) and emit back so the largest 

SFC LW CRK values appear in the lowest cloud layer, somewhat like an upside-down of the 

TOA LW CRK panel but with magnitude reduced by  ~1/2 (cf. Fig. 2a and 2b). The LW CRK 

decreases with CTP’s decreases (increasing height) for each τ column, opposite to the TOA’s (cf.

Fig. 2a and 2b) because higher clouds block LW emission (from the surface) less effectively 

while having less emission to reach the surface (mainly because of lower temperature and water 

vapor). It also increases as τ increases for each CTP row before reaching τ ≈ 3.6 but then 

increase slowly (saturated, cf. Fig. 2a). The SFC SW panel is similar to the TOA’s since column 

τ plays a dominant role for both of them (cf. Fig. 2b), and to a second degree, its magnitude also 

has small decrease with height (cf. Fig. 2b and 2a) since, for the incoming SW from space, the 

thicker τ is and the higher cloud layer is, the more SW is reflected back to TOA so the larger its 

SFC CRK is in magnitude (in negative). The SFC Net CRK panel seems somewhat like an 

upside-down of the TOA Net CRK panel and roughly appears antisymmetric with respect to the 
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diagonal line from the upper left corner to the lower right corner; most of the bins above (below) 

the line are now negative (positive) (cf. Fig. 2a and 2b). The sign of each bin depends on the 

competition between LW and SW CRK values. Overall, SW outweighs LW, so all the bins have 

negative values except six bins at the low left corner for the SFC Net CRK.

The right column in Fig. 1 is for the ATM CRKs, determined by the difference between 

the TOA and SFC CRKs. The ATM LW CRK essentially depends on how much of the sum of 

upward surface emission and downward emission (from clouds and other atmospheric 

constituents) can possibly be absorbed by the atmosphere (including clouds) and it shows a 

generally horizontally-layered structure (cf. Fig. 2a) like the TOA and SFC’ LW CRKs, 

indicating CTP’s dominance. For the same τ column, the lower a cloud layer (bin) is, the more 

upward surface emission is blocked into the atmosphere and the less downward emission into the

atmosphere from a cloud layer (but also compensated some by more downward emissions for 

near surface layers with higher temperature and humidity), and the less available LW flux that 

can possibly be absorbed by the atmosphere such that it becomes so small that is even smaller 

than the clear-sky atmospheric absorption, resulting in negative ATM LW CRK for near-surface 

clouds. This sign change is clearly shown in Fig. 2b: the cross point at pressure ≈1 600 hPa 

divides (right to left) negative-to-positive LW CRK values and when cloud layers go higher 

(smaller CTP) and pass the point, the LW CRK becomes positive. The saturation for τ 1≳ 3.6 is 

still present (cf. Fig. 2a). The ATM SW CRK is much smaller than both the TOA and SFC CRKs

because they are largely cancelled (from their differencing). Physically, the ATM SW CRK 

depends on how much incoming SW flux is available for absorption by the atmosphere. For high

clouds (CTP 1≲ 440 hPa) with τ < 22.6, the majority of bins of clouds more or less block 

incoming solar fluxes from entering into the atmosphere so the total available SW flux is smaller 
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than clear-sky’s that causes negative CRKs (cf. Fig. 2a and 2b). This situation is changed when τ

becomes thicker that causes more SW flux absorption by clouds (along with atmosphere), 

outweighing clear-sky absorption so the SW CRK becomes positive (cf. Fig.2a and 2b). For all 

the middle and low clouds (CTP 1≳ 440 hPa), more sunlight can enter into the atmosphere such 

that the SW absorbed by atmosphere and clouds becomes larger enough to outweigh clear-sky’s 

atmospheric absorption, with its maxima appearing in the three lower right corner bins (cf. Fig. 

2a and 2b).  The (bottom) panel for ATM Net in Fig. 1 is the superposition of the above ATM 

LW and SW CRKs, of which, the former’s magnitude is much larger than the latter, and, as a 

result, it is somewhat like ATM LW CRK, showing that almost all the high and middle clouds 

(CTP < 680 hPa) heat the atmosphere while the rest clouds have cooling effects on the 

atmosphere (cf. Fig. 2a and 2b).

All the features of the FH CRKs described above are qualitatively consistent with our 

observations and physical understanding for cloud radiative effects at TOA, surface and in 

atmosphere, reflecting self-consistency of the ISCCP-FH code and its input datasets from 

ISCCP-H.

4 Comparison of four TOA CRK datasets in evaluating FH CRKs.

As mentioned above, there are so far only TOA CRK datasets available in publication to 

our knowledge. To have a meaningful evaluation for the FH’s TOA CRKs by direct comparison, 

we require a selected TOA CRK dataset to have a similar CTP-τ histogram for at least 12 

monthly means for both SW and LW with global coverage. There seems only a very limited 

number of such datasets that satisfy the requirement. To our best knowledge, we have only found

three other qualified TOA CRK datasets: (1) the one used in Z2012, shortened as ‘MZ’ (for 

Model-mean climate states based by Zelinka), (2) the one used in Zhou et al. (2013), whose  
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mean state is from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 

Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) assimilation, shortened as ‘OZ’ (for semi-Observation-based

by Zelinka), and (3) the initial release of the CERES FluxByCldTyp-Day/Month Ed4A products,

shortened as ‘CS’ (Sun et al., 2019; CERES Science Team, 2020). 

Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of the TOA CRK datasets from FH, CS, MZ and 

OZ. Both the MZ and OZ CRKs are zonal, monthly means in its original form, produced using 

the same Fu-Liou radiation code, but with different mean climate states as input. In their CRK 

calculation, single-layer clouds are inserted into the atmospheric column of the Fu-Liou radiative

transfer model by setting liquid or ice water content to nonzero values at the level closest to the 

specified CTP for the cloud layer. Their LW and SW CRKs have values for all 49 bins. Their 

LW CRK may be directly replicated to all longitudes of a global map (i.e., independent of 

longitudes) but their SW CRK is also function of surface clear-sky albedo and must be mapped 

to a 2D global map using surface clear-sky albedo. For simplicity, we use the FH’s surface clear-

sky albedo for the mapping because it only makes minor differences if using the CERES’ (or 

others) surface clear-albedo (Appendix B, Zelinka et al., 2012).   

The CERES FluxByCldTyp products provide Terra and Aqua daytime 1°-regional 

gridded daily and monthly averaged TOA radiative fluxes and the associated Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) derived cloud properties stratified by cloud 

optical depth and cloud effective pressure. The FluxByCldTyp products utilize only daytime 

(solar zenith angle < 82°) observations. The CS CRKs are provided for 42 cloud types 

demarcated by 6 cloud optical depth and 7 cloud effective pressure layer bins (Fig. 3). Their first 

τ-bin (of 0 – 1.27) covers the first 2 τ bins (0 – 0.3 – 1.27) of the 7 τ bins in all the other 3 CRK 

datasets because the CERES-MODIS cloud algorithm can effectively retrieve only the optical 
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depths greater than 0.3. However, we have found that the CS CRKs’ first bin indeed has a 

minimum τ ≈ 0. 05 reported in the CS’ monthly mean τ data (for 42 cloud types). In addition, the

algorithm has an optical depth detection limit of ≤ 150. The CS CRKs also treats both the single 

layer and multi-layer portions of the upper level cloud as the upper layer cloud, in contrast to all 

the other 3 datasets based on single-layer clouds. The uncertainties for FluxByCldTyp products 

are not available, but the uncertainty for monthly 1°x1° regional 42 cloud-type and clear-sky SW

and LW fluxes are expected to be > 6.2 Wm-2 and > 2.6 Wm-2, respectively, based on several 

uncertainty causes (CERES Science Team, 2020).

To compare TOA CRKs for FH and the other 3 datasets on common ground, we make 

them have a common spatial resolution of 250-km equal-area map by re-gridding if necessary 

(Table 1). There are a total of 8252 grid cells on a full 250-km equal-area global map. Typically, 

the FH CRKs are virtually fully-mapped (only limited by highlands where low/middle cloud 

types cannot possibly exist as their CTPs may become underground). The longitudinally mapped 

MZ and OZ CRKs have values for 100% cells for all the 49 bins for LW, but ~97% for SW or 

Net (because FH’s surface clear-sky albedo dataset has no data for polar nights in the SW 

mapping), implying that there may appear some unrealistic bins below ground level. The CS 

CRKs have only ~65% cells (of 42 bins) with data, under-sampled by ~1/3, but it is with real 

topography. 

Fig. 3 shows global, annual mean TOA CRKs for 49-bin (42-bin for CS) histogram for 

MZ, OZ and CS, respectively. Together with Fig.1’s left column for the FH’s TOA CRKs, we 

can see that the 4 sets of TOA CRK are similar and they generally have all the features as 

described in Section 3. 
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Figure 3. 

Fig. 3. Global, annual mean TOA cloud radiative kernels for 49-bin histogram (42 bins for CS) in

Wm-2 %-1: (left to right) column s are for MZ, OZ and CS CRKs, respectively, and (top to 

bottom) rows are for LW, SW and Net CRKs, respectively.

To have a quantitative evaluation for FH and (in general) estimate uncertainties based on 

all the 4 sets for TOA CRKs, we make a statistical comparison for each of the 6 pairs that are all 

of the possible combinations of the 4 sets as shown in Table 2. From Table 2, we see that all the 
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pairs have a high correlation (> 0.92), with an average of 0.96, 0.99 and 0.97 for LW, SW and 

Net, respectively. We also see much smaller mean differences (≤ 0.08) and standard deviation 

(Stdv ≤ 0.027) with the highest correlation (≥ 0.999) between the MZ and OZ CRKs, indicating 

that the 2 CRKs have relatively high similarities since they are calculated using the same Fu-

Liou code even though their mean climate states are different and that CRKs are not sensitive to 

mean climate states . As we are not sure which of them represents ‘absolute truth’, we treat them 

as ensemble realizations of actual climate such that their differences represent an estimate of the 

uncertainty in their measurements or datasets (Zhang et al., 2006) without particular favor by 

using the modulus (absolute) mean difference (e.g., Reynolds, 1988). The modulus mean 

difference (Stdv) of the 6 pairs are 0.027 (0.122), 0.083 (0.130) and 0.064 (0.162) Wm-2 %-1 for 

LW, SW and Net, respectively. Their (bias included) RMS are 0.124, 0.154 and 0.174 Wm-2 %-1, 

which are our uncertainty estimate for monthly, regional (of 250 km, through the rest of text), 

cloud-type mean TOA CRKs for LW, SW and Net, respectively. As the MZ and OZ CRKs are 

not completely independent of each other (because the same Fu-Liou code is used for them), the 

above uncertainty estimates are probably underestimated. If we remove the OZ CRKs, and make 

the same comparison but for the rest 3 datasets (FH, MZ and CS) in all their possible 3 

combinations (3 pairs), the RMS is increased by~20% (Table S1 in Supporting Information, SI), 

which may be more objective. 

To explore more details in their differences, we partition τ to thin (τ < 3.55) and medium-

to-thick (shortened as ‘med-thick’, for τ ≥ 3.55) and CTP to high (50 – 440 hPa), middle (440 – 

680 hPa) and low (680 – 1000 hPa ) clouds, and then make zonal means for each of the 6 sub-

histograms for LW, SW and Net for FH, CS, MZ and OZ, respectively. To have a physically 

meaningful comparison, we strictly require the 4 CRK datasets to have data cells matched for all 
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the bins on 250-km equal-area map. For a 7 x 7 histogram, its first two τ bins are required to 

have data in matching CS’ first τ bin. Fig. 4a shows the comparison for zonal, annual means for 

high, middle and low clouds for LW, SW and Net, respectively, for thin-τ, and Fig. 4b is the 

same but for med-thick τ.

Figure 4a. 

Fig.4a. Comparison of zonal, annual mean TOA cloud radiative kernels for thin τ (< 3.55) for 

FH, CS, MZ and OZ, respectively, for (top to bottom) high clouds (HC), middle clouds (MC) 

and low clouds (LC) and (left to right) LW, SW and Net, respectively. 
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Figure 4b. 

Fig. 4b. Same as Fig. 4a, but for medium-to-thick (‘Med-thick’) τ (1≥ 3.55) clouds.

Both figures 4a and 4b show that the 4 TOA CRK sets have a good agreement and their 

differences are generally within their uncertainty ranges, especially for SW in Fig. 4a. The LW 

CRKs have relatively larger zonal variations for high clouds than middle and low clouds that are 

relatively flat with the magnitude reduced substantially from high to low clouds as CTP has a 

dominant role for them. The mean magnitudes are roughly doubled from thin-τ to med-thick-τ. 

In contrasts to LW CRKs, the SW CRKs have similar zonal variations with magnitudes (in 

negative) slightly reduced from high to low clouds (as column τ is dominant). For SW CRK, the 
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mean magnitudes of med-thick-τ (in negative) are about quintuple of that of thin-τ, much larger 

than LW CRKs’ counterparts. 

However, three local zonal areas appear to have large differences, exceeding the monthly,

regional, and cloud-type mean uncertainty ranges (Table 2). First, over the south polar zones 

(poleward of ~75° S) , the LW CRKs of FH and CS are nearly coincident for both the thin τ and 

med-thick τ (Figures 4a and 4b) for all the high, middle and low clouds with magnitude lower 

than that of MZ and OZ which are also nearly coincident. The magnitude of the differences 

between the two pairs (FH/CS and MZ/OZ) varies with CTP and zone: decreases from high to 

low clouds and increases towards the South Pole. Its maxima appears at the South Pole, which 

can be as large as ~0.2 Wm-2 %-1 for thin τ and ~0.5 Wm-2 %-1, for med-thick τ, about double and 

quadruple of the RMS (0.124 Wm-2 %-1), respectively. Such differences between the two pairs 

may reflect the different natures between model-based and observation-based CRKs over 

Antarctic regions, where both observations and models have large uncertainties. They also reflect

the difference in temperature/humidity profiles between FH and MZ/OZ since SW CRKs have 

no such differences in Antarctic zones.  Second, over the subtropical latitudes around 30° for 

both the hemispheres, there appear up to 0.2 Wm-2 %-1 differences (nearly double the RMS) 

between CS and all the other 3 sets, but only for the thin-τ and middle clouds of LW CRK (Fig. 

4a).  As the subtropical zones are where cloudiness reaches minima (Peixoto and Oort, 1991), it 

is difficult for MODIS-CERES to have accurate retrievals when both of small cloud amount and 

thin τ (< 3.6) are present that may explain the wave-like outlies from CS. We have looked at the 

corresponding CS’ zonal-mean cloud fraction (not shown) in the same fashion as Figures 4a and 

4b (high, middle and low clouds for the two τ ranges), which shows that the cloud fraction over 

the said subtropical latitudes for middle clouds and thin-τ are very low, 1≲ 1%, while all the 
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others are generally larger than 1% (except middle clouds with med-thick τ, for which it may 

become better for retrievals because of thicker τ). Third, over the tropical and subtropical zones 

(~45° S to ~45° N), the SW CS CRKs for med-thick τ (Fig. 4b), mainly for middle and low 

clouds, are larger than the other 3 sets with the difference of  up to 0.4 Wm-2 %-1 around the 

equator, more than double of the SW CRK’s RMS (0.154). After some investigation (e.g., 

overlapping cloud effects), we are unable to attribute such differences to any one single cause, 

but note that the peak of the difference appears in the equatorial belt of strong convections 

around the Intertropical Convection Zone (ITCZ) that may make it difficult for MODIS-CERES 

to have accurate retrievals for low and middle clouds.

In short, the FH TOA CRKs agrees reasonably well with the other three CRK datasets 

and all the four datasets of TOA cloud radiative kernels perform well. However, there are also a 

few of local zonal areas with relatively large differences of up to double of their RMS in general,

and up to quadruple of the RMS in the extreme for the zones near the South Pole for LW CRKs 

where both the calculated and observed CRKs have large uncertainties.

5 Uncertainty budget of CRK-derived cloud feedback.

For evaluation on the FH CRKs using CRK-derived cloud feedback results, we use the 

ISCCP-simulated CFC results from 10 CFMIP1 models (Table 3), which are among the 11 

models used in Z2012, but we drop one model because it has a quality issue (personal 

communication with Dr. Zelinka).  We use the 10 CFMIP models’ results because they are the 

best fit to our evaluation for direct comparison and we cannot find more relevant, similar results 

from modern CMP6/CFMIP3 results pertinent to our present purpose.
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In the same fashion as done for CRK (Table 2), we have compared CFC from control run 

(1 x CO2) to 2 x CO2 (equilibrium) run for a total of 45 pairs of all possible combinations for the 

10 CFMIP1 models (normalized by surface air temperature). The modulus mean of the 45 pairs‘ 

mean difference (Stdv) is 0.004 (0.332) in %K-1, which is translated to RMS of 0.332 %K-1 that 

is our uncertainty estimate for CFC in monthly, regional, cloud-type means. For the details, see 

Table S2 in SI. 

Given the uncertainties (RMS) of CRKs (Table 2) and CFC (Table S2 in SI), we can have

a quantitative estimate on the uncertainty budget for cloud feedback. The CRK-derived cloud 

feedback is (Section 1) with Xi for cloud amount. For simplicity, we rewrite it as k∙∆C, 

where k is our CRK (= ) that can be for LW, SW or Net, and ∆C is CFC (= ).  Thus, the 

cloud feedback uncertainty may be estimated by its differential change, which can be 

decomposed into two terms with uncertainties (RMS) contributed by CRK and CFC, 

respectively, as shown in Eq. (2):

        (2)
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where, the left side term is the total cloud feedback uncertainty, and the two right side terms, δk 

∙(∆C) and k ∙δ(∆C), are its decomposed ones, associated with the uncertainties contributed by 

CRK (k) and CFC (∆C), respectively. The values of δk and δ(∆C) can be directly taken from their

RMS while k and ∆C can be taken from the average of the absolute mean X and Y from Table 2 

and Table S2 (in SI), respectively. Table 4 shows the uncertainty budget estimates for cloud 

feedback based on Eq. (2), which indicates that the cloud feedback uncertainty, δ(k∙∆C), is 0.177,

0.318 and 0.142 Wm-2 K-1, for LW, SW and Net, respectively. Note that the CFC-uncertainty 

associated term, k ∙δ(∆C), is 0.176, 0.316 and 0.140 Wm-2 K-1, for LW, SW and Net, respectively,

which contributes around two-order larger (> 98.5% of the total uncertainty) than the CRK-

uncertainty associated term, δk ∙(∆C), which is respectively 0.0012, 0.0015 and 0.0017 Wm-2 K-1.

The uncertainty budget provides a statistical support of why cloud radiative kernel’s uncertainty 

is less important compared with spread of GCM CFC uncertainty. The recent CMIP6 

experiments show cloud feedback uncertainty of ~0.36 Wm-2 K-1 (0.49 and 0.26 for SW and LW, 

respectively) in 1 Stdv, compared with CMIP5’s of ~0.34 Wm-2 K-1 (0.38 and 0.18 for SW and 

LW, respectively) (Zelinka et al., 2020b), which are comparable to our results, even though our 

results are based on the 10 CFMIP1 (CMIP3 era) models.

6 Preliminary TOA, SFC and ATM cloud feedback results derived using FH CRKs.

Based on the ISCCP-simulated cloud fraction change (CFC) from the 10 models, we can 

calculate cloud feedback at TOA, surface, and in the atmosphere. To our knowledge, the SFC 

and ATM cloud feedback that are directly derived from the SFC and ATM CRKs have not been 

previously published so our direct comparison of cloud feedback is restricted to TOA cloud 

feedbacks only, for which we use Z2012’s results as they are relatively more comprehensive and 
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relevant (based on about the same CFMI1 models’ CFC results, Section 5). However, we also 

look at some overall characteristics of SFC and ATM cloud feedback in global and zonal means. 

Note that the SFC and ATM cloud feedback are the two components decomposed from the TOA 

cloud feedback (similar to the TOA CRK’s decomposition).

Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Global, annual, 10 CFMIP1 model ensembled mean cloud fraction for 1 x CO2 in ( 1),and 

cloud fraction changes from 2 x CO2 runs, in (2), with respect to (1), normalized by the change 

of each model’s global mean surface air temperature changes between the two states in % K-1. A 

bin marked by ‘x’ indicates that 1≥ 80% of models agree on the sign of the bin. The sum of the 

49 bins is shown in each title.

Fig. 5 shows global, annual and 10-model ensemble mean cloud fraction for 1 x CO2 and 

CFC from 2 x CO2  experiments. They are very close to Z2012’s panels (a) and (c) of their Fig. 2 

with slightly different total value (sum of 49 bins, shown in the titles) though we only use 10 of 

11 of their models’ data. In the lower panel, we also show cross signs (‘x’) for the bins with ≥ 

80% of models having the same sign, which are identical to the Z2012’s sign indicators (but 

theirs are for ≥ 75% of the 11 models). The CFC with large magnitude mainly appears in high 

clouds (CTP < 440 hPa) and near-surface clouds (CTP > 800 hPa). Most of the CFCs are 

negative (decrease of cloud amount) with the largest (in magnitude) of -0.12 %K-1, about 1/4 of 

the total (-0.47 %K-1), for CTP < 180 and thinnest τ (τ ≤ 0.3), but there also appear large positive 

bins in high clouds (CTP < 310) and near-surface clouds with thick τ (> 22.6). The CFC features 

are consistent with that double CO2  experiments generally cause high clouds to shift upward and

low clouds with thin-medium τ reduced. 

Fig. 6 shows the cloud feedback histograms for global and annual ensemble mean based 

on the 10 models for (left to right) TOA, SFC and ATM and (top to bottom) LW, SW and Net 

cloud feedback. The TOA cloud feedback panels are highly similar to Z2012’s (d), (e) and (f) of 

their Fig.2 (although our cloud feedback results are from completely independent FH CRKs with

only 10 of their 11 CFMIP1 models used). The cross signs (‘x’) in the left column (with the same

meaning as Fig. 5) generally agree with Z2012’s with slight differences. Table 5 shows the range

of the total cloud feedback for global and annual mean for LW, SW and Net at TOA, surface, 
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and in the atmosphere along with their ensemble values. All the ranges between Table 5 and 

Z2012 are consistent. Note that Table 5 also tells that the model spread is large. 

Figure 6. 

Fig. 6. Global, annual, ensemble (‘Ens’) cloud feedback for (left to right) TOA, surface and 

atmosphere for (top to bottom) LW, SW and Net, respectively. They are obtained by multiplying 

the (normalized) cloud fraction changes with FH CRKs for each bin, 250-km equal-area cell and 

month, and then average to global, annual, ensemble mean. A bin marked by ‘x’ indicates that 1≥

80% of models agree on the sign of the bin. The sum of the 49 bins is shown in each title.  

 

The (top middle) SFC LW cloud feedback of Fig. 6 shows that the majority of bins are 

negative with large-magnitude appearing in low clouds (1000 ≥ CTP > 800) among thin and 

medium τ range. Roughly, the near-surface clouds with thick τ, all bins with τ ≥ 60.4 and the 
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majority of clouds with CTP < 310 are positive with several bins in large magnitude. Overall, the

SFC LW cloud feedback has net cooling effects of -0.10 Wm-2 K-1, about half of the TOA LW’s 

(in magnitude). The SFC SW cloud feedback is similar to the TOA’s (because their SW CRKs 

are similar, Section 3) with total feedback of 0.36 versus TOA’s 0.33 Wm-2 K-1. As the sum of 

the SFC LW’s and SW’s cloud feedback with the latter’s dominance, the SFC Net cloud 

feedback shows that most of the high clouds (CTP < 310) have large cooling effects and the rest 

with medium and thick τ have larger heating effects on the surface that makes the total cloud 

feedback equal to 0.27 Wm-2 K-1, about half of TOA Net’s.    

As the difference between TOA and SFC, large magnitude of the ATM LW cloud 

feedback mainly appears in high clouds and near-surface clouds. For high clouds of CTP < 180 

hPa with τ > 0.3, and 180 < CTP ≤ 310 with τ > 3.55, clouds may block surface emission (to 

TOA) more effectively and emit back to the atmosphere (and surface) that makes more LW flux 

available for atmospheric constituents (including clouds) to absorb to heat atmosphere. For near 

surface clouds with thin-to-medium τ, they not only absorb a large amount of LW emission from 

surface, but also can leak certainty emission to the atmosphere that increases atmospheric 

absorption to have heating effects. For other clouds, cloud feedback’s sign depends on how much

LW flux can be available for the atmosphere to absorb. Overall heating is dominant so the total 

cloud feedback is 0.30 Wm-2 K-1, although negative bins appear nearly half of all bins. The 

magnitude of the total ATM LW feedback (0.30) is equal to the sum of the magnitude of TOA 

(0.20) and SFC (-0.10) because both the increase of TOA cloud feedback and the decrease of 

SFC cloud feedback strengthen the ATM cloud feedback, which results in that cloud feedback of

LW ATM is the largest of the three LW’s feedback that may play an important role in 

modulating atmospheric circulation. The small ATM SW cloud feedback with a total of -0.04 
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Wm-2 K-1, one order smaller than all the other (TOA, SFC and ATM) cloud feedbacks in 

magnitude, is mainly due to small ATM SW CRK. Because the majority of the ATM SW CRK 

bins are positive and the majority of CFC bins are negative, their product results in the majority 

(~2/3) of bins with a negative sign. The SW ATM cloud feedback seems the least important of 

all the cloud feedbacks. As sum of the ATM LW and SW cloud feedback, the Net ATM cloud 

feedback is overweighed by LW’s since SW’s is so small that the Net ATM cloud feedback is 

like a weak duplication of ATM LW feedback. The total Net feedback of ATM (0.26) is about 

half of the TOA’s (0.53) with another half shared by the SFC’s (0.27).

Fig. 7 shows the total cloud feedback (of 49 bins) for annual and ensemble mean on the 

global map for (left to right) TOA, SFC and ATM for (top to bottom) LW, SW and Net, 

respectively, based on CFCs from 4 models using the FH CRKs. All the LW, SW and Net cloud 

feedback features in the (left) TOA column are very similar to the left column of Fig. 5 in Z2012,

though Z2012 uses 5 models, of which we dropped one because of a quality issue (personal 

communication with Dr. Zelinka). From Fig. 7, we can find some interesting features: (1) For 

LW cloud feedback, almost all the TOA’s major features appear in the ATM LW cloud feedback

(with the largest global mean for LW) except for both the polar regions where large surface 

heating appear in the SFC LW cloud feedback with much larger magnitude than both TOA and 

ATM LW feedback; (2) Although the global mean of the ATM SW cloud feedback is one order 

smaller than all the other cloud feedback’s, the ATM SW has large heating effects in the 

atmosphere over polar regions while the SFC SW cloud feedback causes heating in the Amazon 

areas but cooling in the ~60° S belt; (3) For Net cloud feedback, the most noticeable is that the 

atmosphere of the ITCZ gets heating but that of the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) 
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gets cooling while the surface of the Amazon and the SPCZ gets heating but the ~60° belt gets 

cooling.

Figure 7. 

Fig. 7. Estimates of annual and 4-CFMIP1 ensemble mean cloud feedback for (left to right) 

TOA, SFC and ATM and (top to bottom) LW, SW and Net, respectively, derived using the FH 

CRKs. The left column is the same as the left column in Z2012’s Fig. 5, which uses 5 CFMIP1 

models: HadSM4, HadSM3, HadGSM1, MICRO (lowres) and AGCM4.0, of which the last is 

not used because of a quality issue (see footnotes in Table 3). 

Fig. 8 shows zonal, (10-model) ensemble mean cloud feedback, partitioned into high, 

middle and low clouds for (left to right) TOA, SFC and in ATM for (top to bottom) LW, SW and

Net, respectively, and (upper part of) Table 6 shows their respective global mean contributions. 
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The left column for the TOA cloud feedback seems like a duplication of the Fig. 6 in Z2012 (but 

only for 75° S to 75° N), even derived with the completely independent FH CRKs using only 10 

of their 11 models. From the SFC and ATM feedbacks together with the TOA’s, we can see 

some interesting features that may not appear in the TOA-alone feedback. First, Z2012 states that

low cloud changes are irrelevant at all latitudes for the TOA LW cloud feedback as the low cloud

feedback is nearly zero over all zones as shown in the (top left) TOA LW panel. However, with 

the SFC and ATM LW feedback available now, we see that the near-zero low cloud feedback in 

the TOA LW panel is indeed caused by the nearly entire compensation of the sizeable low cloud 

feedback between SFC and ATM. This is also reflected in their global average as shown in Table

6: TOA LW feedback for low clouds is only -0.01 but it is -0.07 and 0.06 Wm-2 K-1 for SFC and 

ATM, respectively. Second, in the TOA Net cloud feedback, Z2012 states that because of their 

largely compensatory effects on the SW and LW cloud feedbacks, high cloud feedback 

contributes less than low cloud’s to the net cloud feedback at all latitudes. With the SFC and 

ATM Net cloud feedback, we see that the high cloud feedback is indeed so large that it is 

comparable with the total feedback over most latitudes in the ATM Net cloud feedback, which is

also largely compensated by the SFC Net’s high cloud feedback so it seems small in the TOA 

Net cloud feedback, which is also reflected in their global average in Table 6.
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Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Zonal, annual and (the 10-model) ensemble mean clod feedback, partitioned into high, 

middle and low clouds with their total for (left to right) TOA, SFC and ATM for (top to bottom) 

LW, SW and Net, respectively. 

Fig. 9 is the same as Fig. 8 but the cloud feedback is partitioned into contributions from 

thin-, median- and thick-τ CFCs, and their global mean contributions are also shown in (lower 

part of) Table 6. The left column in Fig. 9 is also very similar to Fig. 7 in Z2012. We note that, 

for the LW cloud feedback, thin- and medium-τ feedback appear small but their SFC and ATM 

components are actually sizeable and their radiative effects cannot be overlooked, as also 

indicated in global average (Table 6).
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 Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Zonal, annual and (the 10-model) ensemble mean clod feedback, partitioned into thin, 

median and thick τ with their total for (left to right) TOA, SFC and ATM for (top to bottom) 

LW, SW and Net, respectively.

7 Summary and discussion.

The main purpose of this study is to create observation-based 2D cloud radiative kernels 

at TOA, surface and in the atmosphere and evaluate them by direct comparison with other CRKs 

as well as direct comparison of cloud feedback results between our CRK-derived and Z2012’s 

counterparts. However, direct comparisons at present can only be conducted for TOA CRKs and 
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its derived TOA cloud feedback because there are no available SFC and ATM CRKs and their 

directly derived cloud feedback datasets to our knowledge at the time of writing.  

With the observation-based ISCCP-H datasets as inputs, we have used the ISCCP-FH 

profile flux production code to calculate the ISCCP-FH cloud radiative kernels at TOA, as well 

as, for the first time, at the surface and in the atmosphere for SW and LW, and their sum, Net, in 

3-hourly on 110-km (and their replicated 250-km) equal-area maps, where the SFC and ATM 

CRKs are the two components decomposed from the TOA CRK’s. By design, the FH cloud 

radiative kernels are as realistic as possible with self-consistency. 

The FH TOA, SFC and ATM CRKs for LW, SW and Net (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) show 

physically clear, overall quantitative pictures of OCRE imposed by 49 individual cloud types. 

The noticeable features of the CRKs are the CTP-dominant, horizontal-layered structure in all 

the LW CRKs and the column-τ dominant, vertical-layered structure in SW CRK histograms at 

TOA and SFC. The TOA and SFC Net CRKs show a roughly antisymmetric structure with 

respect to their diagonal line (in forward-slash and backslash direction, respectively). As the 

difference between the TOA and SFC CRKs, the LW and Net ATM CRKs show general heating 

(cooling) influence by high (low) clouds but only weak effects appear in the SW ATM CRK. 

The comparison for the 4 TOA CRK datasets, FH, MZ, OZ and CS, shows that the FH 

CRKs agree reasonably well with the other 3 sets of CRKs, and that, in general, the 4 sets of 

CRKs perform well and their differences are within their uncertainty ranges. However, in their 

zonal means, there appear three locally large differences of up to double or so of their RMS, and,

in extreme cases, up to quadruple of the RMS for the zones near the South Pole, where both the 

calculated and observed CRKs have large uncertainties. Therefore, given their different nature, 
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the 4 sets of the TOA CRKs are more or less comparable in their practical usefulness though CS 

may somehow suffer under sampling that needs some caution in using it.

Moreover, through the comparison, we have estimated their uncertainties (RMS) as 

0.124, 0.154 and 0.174 Wm-2 %-1, for LW, SW and Net, respectively, for (250-km) regional, 

monthly, cloud-type mean TOA CRKs. As the MZ and OZ CRKs are not completely 

independent of each other (because the same radiation code is used for them), the above 

uncertainty estimates are probably underestimated. If we remove the OZ CRKs, the RMS is 

increased by~20%, which may be more objective. 

 Before calculating CRK-derived cloud feedback, we have also estimated cloud fraction 

change uncertainty as 0.332 %K-1, based on 45 pairs of all possible combinations of the 10 

CFMIP1 models’ ISCCP-simulation for double CO2 experiments. Combining uncertainties of 

CRKs and CFC with  their means, we have estimated the uncertainty budget for the CRK-

derived cloud feedback as 0.177, 0.318 and 0.142 Wm-2 K-1, for LW, SW and Net, respectively, 

to which the CFC-associated uncertainty term contributes around two-order larger than that of 

the CRK-associated uncertainty term, accounting for > 98.5% of the total uncertainty. The 

implication is that the priority for improving cloud feedback accuracy is to have more accurate 

cloud fraction changes while CRKs are relatively accurate enough. Indeed, in viewing all the 

individual 10 models’ CFC’s global, annual mean matrixes, we see that they are very diversified 

(not show) that is also reflected in their ranges of their total global and annual means (Table 5) 

and their low correlation (of 0.13 in average, Table S2 in SI). The recent CMIP6 experiments 

show cloud feedback uncertainty of ~0.36 Wm-2 K-1 (0.49 and 0.26 for SW and LW, 

respectively) in 1 Stdv, compared with CMIP5’s of ~0.34 Wm-2 K-1 (0.38 and 0.18 for SW and 
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LW, respectively) (Zelinka et al., 2020b). Both of the uncertainties are comparable with our 

above uncertainty values even though we use CFMIP1/CMIP3 era data.

We have shown that the cloud feedback derived from the FH’s TOA CRKs is highly 

similar to Z2012’s counterparts (figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 vs. the figures 2, 5, 6 and 7 in Z2012) 

though we use our completely independent CRKs with one model dropped from their original 

models used in Z2012. These comparisons have further verified the FH CRKs.

Although we cannot directly verify our SFC and ATM CRKs, they may be thought to be 

indirectly verified since our radiation code is self-consistent. In addition, our SFC and ATM 

cloud feedback show that the near-zero low cloud feedback for TOA LW is caused by the nearly 

entire compensation between the sizeable SFC and ATM LW cloud feedback, and that high cloud

feedback contributes less than low cloud’s to the net TOA cloud feedback at all latitudes is also 

largely compensated by the sizeable SFC and ATM Net’s high cloud contribution so it seems 

small in the TOA Net cloud feedback. These are two examples to demonstrate how the SFC and 

ATM CRKs and their derived cloud feedback can be valuable in revealing what may possibly be 

significant in some hidden/insignificant cloud feedback in TOA-alone feedback, resulting from 

compensation of sizeable SFC and ATM feedback.  The separated, significant SFC and ATM 

feedback may deepen our understanding in their individual influences on radiation, cloud 

feedback and general circulation that is not so obvious from the TOA-alone cloud feedback 

results. We will make a more detailed exploration of the SFC and ATM CRK-derived cloud 

feedback using the updated CMIP6 model results in a future study.
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CERES FluxByCldTyp data can be ordered using DOI: 
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Table 1. The four cloud radiative kernel datasets used for comparison and evaluation. 
 CRK

version
Derived from Original spatial

resolution
Original temporal

resolution/coverage
τ x CTP
indices

Comparison basis

FH ISCCP-H + ISCCP-FH 
code

Global 110-km 
equal area

3-hourly for a year (of 
2007)

7 x 7 12 monthly of τ-CTP 
histogram on global 
280-km equal-area 
map (equivalent to  2°
latitude x 2.5° 
longitude equal-angle 
map)

 CS MODIS-CERES 
Observation

Global 1° x 1° Monthly for 12 months 
(of 2007)

6 x 7

 MZ 6-model mean states + 
Fu-Liou code

2° zonal* Monthly for 12- month 
climatology

7 x 7

OZ ERA-Interim mean states
+ Fu-Liou code

2.5° zonal* Monthly for 12- month 
climatology

7 x 7

* In mapping zonal SW CRK to global map, the FH clear-sky surface albedo is used (the CERES surface clear-sky-
albedo mapped has minor difference in tests so not used and shown) while zonal LW CRK is simply replicated to all
longitudes (i.e., independent of longitudes).  
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Table 2. Summary of the statistics from comparison of monthly, global and 49- (or 42- for 
CS associated) bins TOA CRK in Wm-2 %-1†

X vs. Y
CRKs

X
mean

Y
mean

Mean difference
of (X – Y)

Stdv
of (X – Y)

Correlation
coefficient

Total equal-area
grid cell number

LW Cloud Radiative Kernel
FH vs MZ  0.514  0.556 -0.043 0.097 0.982 399612
FH vs OZ  0.514  0.549 -0.035 0.094 0.982 399612
MZ vs OZ  0.551  0.544 0.007 0.027 0.999 404348
FH vs CS  0.490  0.510 -0.021 0.176 0.922 260867
MZ vs CS  0.539  0.507 0.032 0.169 0.930 262546
OZ vs CS  0.529  0.507 0.021 0.170 0.928 262546

mean  0.523  0.529 -0.006 0.122 0.957 331589
modulus mean 0.027

SW Cloud Radiative Kernel
FH vs MZ -0.957 -0.998 0.042  0.107 0.993 390251
FH vs OZ -0.957 -0.991 0.034  0.104 0.993 390251
MZ vs OZ -0.994 -0.986 -0.008  0.020 1.000 394230
FH vs CS -0.966 -0.856 -0.110  0.172 0.978 260896
MZ vs CS -1.010 -0.853 -0.157  0.190 0.977 262518
OZ vs CS -1.000 -0.853 -0.147  0.187 0.977 262518

mean -0.981 -0.923 -0.058  0.130 0.986 326777
modulus mean 0.083

Net (total) Cloud Radiative Kernel
FH vs MZ -0.437 -0.436 -0.001  0.118 0.989 390251
FH vs OZ -0.437 -0.437 0.000  0.115 0.990 390251
MZ vs OZ -0.436 -0.437 0.001  0.030 0.999 394230
FH vs CS -0.476 -0.346 -0.130  0.212 0.954 260863
MZ vs CS -0.471 -0.346 -0.126  0.248 0.941 262484
OZ vs CS -0.472 -0.346 -0.126  0.248 0.943 262484

mean -0.455 -0.391 -0.064  0.162 0.969 326760
modulus mean 0.064

† Each pair’s statistics are averaged from their 12-monthly comparison for all bins and 250-km 
equal-area grid cells (8252 cells for a full map). X and Y are for the 6 possible combinations of 
the 4 sets of CRKs (Table 1).  ‘Stdv’ is for standard deviation. The modulus (absolute) mean 
difference (Stdv) for 6 pairs are 0.027 (0.121), 0.083 (0.130) and 0.064 (0.162) Wm-2 %-1 for 
LW, SW and Net, respectively, translated to (bias-included) RMS of 0.124, 0.154 and 0.174 
Wm-2 %-1 for LW, SW and Net, respectively. Because the same FU-Liou code is used for both 
the MZ and OZ CRKs’ calculation, they are not completely independent and the above RMS 
estimates may be underestimated. When the OZ CRKs are removed, the completely independent 
3-set CRKs’ RMS is increase by ~20% (Table S1 in Supporting Information, SI).
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Table 3. Ten global CFMIP1 models used for 2 x CO2 cloud fraction change experiment†
No. GCM Climate Models for CMIP1 Abbrev.
1 CCSM3.0* National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA ‘n3’
2 HadSM3 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, UK ‘u3’
3 GFDL MLM2.1* NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA ‘gf’
4 IPSL CM4* Institute Pierre Simon Laplace, France ‘ip’
5 BMRC1* Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre, Australia ‘bm’
6 MIROC(hires)* Center for Climate System Research,  The University of Tokyo ‘mh’
7 MIROC(lowres) Center for Climate System Research, The University of Tokyo ‘ml’
8 UIUC University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, USA ‘ui’
9 HadGSM1 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, 

United Kingdom
‘ul’

10 HadSM4 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met Office, 
United Kingdom

‘u4’

†Z2012’s Table 1 lists 12 CFMIP1 models, of which only 11 models (excluding MPI ECHAM5) were actually used
in Z2012. Of the 11 models, one (AGCM4) has a quality issue so we do not use it (personal communication with Dr.
Zelinka). Asterisks denote the 5 models whose atmospheric temperature and specific humidity profiles were 
unavailable and not used for Z2012’s CRKs’ calculation. The last column is the abbreviations of the ten models, 
used in Table S2 in Supporting Information (SI).

Table 4. Uncertainty budget for regional, monthly and bin-mean for TOA cloud feedback, based 
on RMS of the 4 TOA cloud radiative kernel (Table 2) and the 10 GCM’s (normalized) cloud 
fraction change (CFC) in 2 x CO2 experiments (Table S2 in SI)†.
CRK
from

CRK
uncertainty

Mean 
CFC

CRK
uncertainty
contribution

Mean
CRK

CFC  
uncertainty

CFC
uncertainty
contribution

Cloud feedback
uncertainty

δk ∆C δk ∙∆C k δ(∆C) k ∙δ(∆C)
δk ∙∆C + k ∙ 
δ(∆C)

LW 0.124 0.010 0.00123 0.529 0.332 0.176 0.177
SW 0.154 0.010 0.00154 0.952 0.332 0.316 0.318
Net 0.174 0.010 0.00174 0.423 0.332 0.140 0.142

† k is for CRK and ∆C is for rate of  cloud fraction change with respective to surface air temperature 
(normalization). Uncertainty of CRK (δk) and CFC [δ(∆C)] are RMS from Table 2 and S2 (in SI), respectively.  
Mean k and mean ∆C are the average of the module X and Y from Table 2 and Table S2 (in SI), respectively. CRK 
is in Wm-2 %-1, CFC in %K-1 and cloud feedback in Wm-2 K-1.
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Table 5. Minimum and maximum values as range of total cloud feedback (sum of 49 bins) 
from double CO2 experiments for global and annual mean of the 10 models using FH CRKs
and their ensemble mean (also shown in the title of Fig. 6) in W/m-2 K-1 for TOA, SFC and 
ATM†

TOA SFC ATM
Min Max Ensemble Min Max Ensemble Min Max Ensemble

LW -0.11 0.68 0.20 -0.22 0.00 -0.10 -0.10 0.81 0.30
SW -0.26 0.86 0.33 -0.21 0.94 0.36 -0.08 0.00 -0.04
Net 0.16 0.89 0.53 -0.34 0.72 0.27 -0.10 0.76 0.26

†Z2012’s range of total TOA global mean cloud feedback are -0.13 to 0.69, -0.18 to 0.93 and 0.16 to 0.94 Wm-2 K-

1 for LW, SW and Net, respectively, based on 11 models, of which, 10 models’ are shown here. Their ensemble 
values are 0.21, 0.37 and 0.57 Wm-2 K-1, for TOA LW, SW and Net, respectively. The small differences between 
Z2012’s and this study are caused by both model number (11 vs. 10) and CRK difference. The (normalized) CFC 
range is -0.882 to -0.0002 with ensemble value of -0.47 %K-1 from this study compared Z2012’s -0.91 to -0.02 with 
ensemble value of -0.46 %K-1.

Table 6. Global average of cloud feedback contributions (in Wm-2 K-1), partitioned to high, 
middle and low clouds, and thin-, medium- and thick-τ clouds, respectively†. 

a. Partitioned for high, middle and low clouds
Clouds LW SW NET

TOA SFC ATM TOA SFC ATM TOA SFC ATM
Total     0.20    -0.09     0.29      0.32      0.35     -0.03      0.52      0.26      0.26

High     0.30     0.04     0.27     -0.18     -0.19      0.01      0.12     -0.15      0.27

Middle    -0.09    -0.06    -0.03      0.24      0.24     -0.01      0.15      0.18     -0.04

Low    -0.01    -0.07     0.06      0.26      0.29     -0.03      0.25      0.22      0.02

b. Partitioned for thin-, medium- and thick-τ clouds
τ LW SW NET

TOA SFC ATM TOA SFC ATM TOA SFC ATM
Total     0.20    -0.09     0.29      0.32      0.35     -0.03      0.52      0.26      0.26

Thin    -0.00    -0.10     0.10      0.04      0.05     -0.01      0.04     -0.05      0.09

Medium     0.04    -0.10     0.14      0.30      0.33     -0.04      0.34      0.23      0.11

Thick     0.17     0.11     0.05     -0.03     -0.03      0.01      0.14      0.08      0.06

†The total global average is identical for the two different partitions.
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29 
30 

31 

32 
33 

X vs. Y 
CRKs 

X 
mean 

Y 
mean 

Mean 
difference of (X 

– Y) 

Stdv 
of (X – Y) 

Correlation 
coefficient 

Total equal-area 
grid cell number 

LW Cloud Radiative Kernel 

FH vs MZ 0.514 0.556 -0.043 0.097 0.982 399612 

FH vs CS 0.490 0.510 -0.021 0.176 0.922 260867 

MZ vs CS 0.539 0.507 0.032 0.169 0.930 262546 

mean 0.514 0.525 -0.011 0.147 0.945 307675 

modulus mean   0.032    

SW Cloud Radiative Kernel 

FH vs MZ -0.957 -0.998 0.042 0.107 0.993 390251 

FH vs CS -0.966 -0.856 -0.110 0.172 0.978 260896 

MZ vs CS -1.043 -0.853 -0.190 0.180 0.983 262576 

mean -0.988 -0.902 -0.086 0.153 0.985 304574 

modulus mean   0.114    

Net (total) Cloud Radiative Kernel 

FH vs MZ -0.437 -0.436 -0.001 0.118 0.989 390251 

FH vs CS -0.476 -0.346 -0.130 0.212 0.954 260863 

MZ vs CS -0.504 -0.345 -0.159 0.233 0.954 262542 

mean -0.472 -0.376 -0.097 0.188 0.966 304552 

modulus mean   0.097    
†
 Each pair’s statistics are averaged from their 12-monthly comparison for all bins and 34 

250-km equal-area grid cells (8252 cells for a full map). X and Y are for the 3 possible 35 

combinations of the 3 sets of CRKs.  ‘Stdv’ is for standard deviation. The modulus 36 

(absolute) mean difference (Stdv) for 3 pairs are 0.032 (0.147), 0.114 (0.153) and 0.097 37 

(0.188) Wm
-2

 %
-1

  for LW, SW and Net, respectively, translated to (bias-included) RMS 38 

0.150, 0.191 and 0.212 Wm
-2

 %
-1

 for LW, SW and Net, respectively. The RMS estimates 39 

is about 20% larger than those in Table 2 in main text (based on 6 pairs, all the possible 40 

combinations for 4 CRK sets), and should be more objective (cf. Table 2 in Main text). 41 
42 
43 
44 

45 

46 

Summary of the statistics from comparison of monthly, global and 49- (or 42- for 47 

CERES associated) bins for cloud fraction change (CFC) in %/K from 1 x CO2 to 2 48 
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x CO2 model runs, normalized by individual model’s surface air temperature 49 

changes† 50 

X vs. Y  

CFC  

X 

mean 

Y 

mean 

Mean difference of 

(X – Y) 

Stdv Correlation  

coefficient 

Total equal-area 

 box number 

n3 vs u3 -0.0004 -0.0088 0.008 0.335 0.103 397639 

n3 vs gf -0.0004 -0.0096 0.009 0.345 0.120 398015 

n3 vs ip -0.0004 -0.0158 0.015 0.357 0.173 397794 

n3 vs bm -0.0004 -0.0065 0.006 0.307 0.034 398015 

n3 vs mh -0.0004 -0.0185 0.018 0.326 0.151 397770 

n3 vs ml -0.0004 -0.0139 0.014 0.404 0.051 397770 

n3 vs ui -0.0004 -0.0112 0.011 0.435 0.061 397819 

n3 vs u1 -0.0004 -0.0087 0.008 0.306 0.068 398015 

n3 vs u4 -0.0004 -0.0064 0.006 0.295 0.100 397639 

u3 vs gf -0.0087 -0.0096 0.001 0.307 0.222 397680 

u3 vs ip -0.0087 -0.0158 0.007 0.351 0.122 397664 

u3 vs bm -0.0087 -0.0065 -0.002 0.282 0.047 397884 

u3 vs mh -0.0088 -0.0186 0.010 0.301 0.179 397459 

u3 vs ml -0.0088 -0.0140 0.005 0.365 0.158 397459 

u3 vs ui -0.0087 -0.0112 0.002 0.401 0.152 397680 

u3 vs u1 -0.0087 -0.0087 -0.000 0.274 0.130 397884 

u3 vs u4 -0.0087 -0.0063 -0.002 0.251 0.241 397884 

gf vs ip -0.0096 -0.0158 0.006 0.360 0.139 397835 

gf vs bm -0.0096 -0.0065 -0.003 0.308 0.046 398174 

gf vs mh -0.0097 -0.0185 0.009 0.293 0.247 397823 

gf vs ml -0.0097 -0.0139 0.004 0.360 0.199 397823 

gf vs ui -0.0096 -0.0112 0.002 0.423 0.103 397941 

gf vs u1 -0.0096 -0.0087 -0.001 0.290 0.186 398174 

gf vs u4 -0.0096 -0.0064 -0.003 0.272 0.199 397680 

ip vs bm -0.0158 -0.0065 -0.009 0.330 0.037 397860 

ip vs mh -0.0158 -0.0186 0.003 0.356 0.098 397562 

ip vs ml -0.0158 -0.0139 -0.002 0.398 0.154 397562 

ip vs ui -0.0158 -0.0112 -0.005 0.454 0.045 397696 

ip vs u1 -0.0158 -0.0087 -0.007 0.305 0.212 397835 

ip vs u4 -0.0158 -0.0064 -0.009 0.304 0.194 397664 

bm vs mh -0.0065 -0.0185 0.012 0.281 0.056 398015 

bm vs ml -0.0065 -0.0139 0.007 0.355 0.044 398015 

bm vs ui -0.0065 -0.0112 0.005 0.395 0.019 399158 

bm vs u1 -0.0065 -0.0087 0.002 0.235 0.053 398627 

bm vs u4 -0.0065 -0.0063 -0.000 0.221 0.089 397884 

mh vs ml -0.0185 -0.0139 -0.005 0.323 0.359 398015 

mh vs ui -0.0185 -0.0112 -0.007 0.391 0.195 397843 

mh vs u1 -0.0185 -0.0087 -0.010 0.279 0.098 398015 

mh vs u4 -0.0186 -0.0064 -0.012 0.262 0.162 397459 

ml vs ui -0.0139 -0.0112 -0.003 0.457 0.104 397843 

ml vs u1 -0.0139 -0.0087 -0.005 0.331 0.208 398015 

ml vs u4 -0.0140 -0.0064 -0.008 0.328 0.194 397459 

ui vs u1 -0.0112 -0.0087 -0.002 0.398 0.020 398301 

ui vs u4 -0.0112 -0.0064 -0.005 0.391 0.036 397680 

u1 vs u4 -0.0087 -0.0063 -0.002 0.184 0.396 397884 

  mean   -0.0092 -0.0107 0.002 0.332 0.133 397865 

modulus mean   0.004    

†Each pair’s statistics are averaged from their 12-monthly comparison for all bins and 51 

250-km equal-area grid cells (8252 cells for a full global map). The modulus mean of 45 52 

pairs’ mean difference (Stdv) is 0.004 (0.332), % K
-1

 translated to (bias-included) RMS 53 

of 0.332.The versions of the 45 pairs are referred to Table S3. 54 
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55 

Ten global CFMIP1 models used for 2 x CO2 cloud fraction change experiment† 56 

No. GCM Climate Models Abbrev. 

1 CCSM3.0* National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA ‘n3’ 

2 HadSM3 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met 

Office, UK 

‘u3’ 

3 GFDL MLM2.1* NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA ‘gf’ 

4 IPSL CM4* Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France ‘ip’ 

5 BMRC1* Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre, Australia ‘bm’ 

6 MIROC(hires)* Center for Climate System Research,  The University of 

Tokyo 

‘mh’ 

7 MIROC(lowres) Center for Climate System Research, The University of 

Tokyo 

‘ml’ 

8 UIUC University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, USA ‘ui’ 

9 HadGSM1 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met 

Office, United Kingdom 

‘ul’ 

10 HadSM4 Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research/Met 

Office, United Kingdom 

‘u4’ 

†Z2012’s Table 1 lists 12 CFMIP1 models, of which only 11 models (excluding MPI 57 

ECHAM5) were actually used in Z2012. Of the 11 models, one (AGCM4) has a quality 58 

issue so we do not use it (personal communication with Dr. Zelinka). Asterisks denote the 59 

5 models whose atmospheric temperature and specific humidity profiles were unavailable 60 

and not used for Z2012’s CRKs’ calculation. The last column is the abbreviations of the 61 

ten models, used in Table S2 in Supporting Information (SI). 62 

63 
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